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NEXT MEETING 1 DECEMBER:     Early Start 6:30 pm. Margaret is ordering in some "gourmet food".  
Those of you who regularly dine at the exclusive restaurant across Mountain Street prior to our regular 
meetings will feel totally at home and it won't cost you a brass razoo. Those of you who normally dine at 
home can enjoy a meal that won't cost a sou, without having to cook for yourselves. 

MEMBER PRESENTATIONS:  So far I've heard from Ed who's showing some image making techniques 
and devices he's made to produce images that echo the art work of Escher. After I show my contribution 
yet to be put together, which for want of a better name I've titled  "Lesser known Landscapes of Redland 
City", there'll be plenty of time for a chat unless a flood of people let me know what they have in mind 
to show- very soon. How about bringing Five Favourite Images of 2021 MA hasn't seen yet ? Or 
something similar....    

EXHIBITON 2022     January 28 29 30.  So far I've received entry forms from Murray and Jane. I know a 
few of the stalwarts can be relied upon to deliver prints on the opening day.  By 8:00 am if possible. 
However it would be good to have some prints delivered by the next meeting. 

Upcoming Meetings:   2 February 2022  Nick Lagos Landscape Photographer Extraordinaire.  Nick 
challenges himself to take photos that are well outside the box. Long Exposures using the bulb setting 
[in the middle of the night for most people], Storm photography- Anything to achieve photos that 
startle.                                                                                                                                                                              
2 March Peter O'Brien   Street Photography in Paris   Peter has been visiting Paris, the home of street 
photography, for a number of years. His images are inspired by the likes of Cartier-Bresson and Robert 
Doisneau but with a modern twist. Unlike some of us who may have visited Paris briefly on the way to 
somewhere else, Peter has made a point of spending time and getting to know the city intimately.                                                                                                                                              
7 April Judi Neumann  My Creative Journey.  We know Judi is creative, and adapts some popular 
techniques in her own, unique way but the thought that she is probably still thinking up new ideas gives 
us something to look forward to. 

Homework Images:  Please remember that homework is not due until 2 February 2022. Topics- a 
minimalist image inspired by Bob's presentation OR  an image inspired by Ansel Adams' Black Sun Or an 
image employing Blend Modes. Inspired by Murray’s presentation Plus an image of your own choice  to 
make up 3 in total  1020x1080 maximum dimensions using he naming convention 
Month_Surname_Initial_Number of image_Title   eg. Feb_Veivers_W_01_Bridge Remains 
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